
At first note that for 1=x  the answer is obviously zero because xn ⋅  in this case has no divisors greater 
than n . So assume that 2≥x . Now xn ⋅  has at least one divisor greater than n  (one of such divisors is xn ⋅ ). 
Denote by ( )xnd ,min  the minimal divisor of xn ⋅  that is greater than n . We need to find the number of those n  

for which ( ) bxnd ≤,min . Denote this number by ( )bxN , . 

Not that each divisor of xn ⋅  that is greater than n  has the form kxn /⋅  for some { }1...,,2,1 −∈ xk . 

Let’s fix some { }1...,,2,1 −∈ xk  and count the number of those n  for which ( ) kxnxnd /,min ⋅=  and 

( ) bxnd ≤,min . Denote this number by ( )bxNk , . It is easy to see that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )bxNbxNbxNbxN x ,...,,, 121 −+++= .    (1) 

So if we find an efficient way how to find ( )bxNk ,  for xk <≤1  the whole problem will be solved. 

Note that ( ) kxnxnd /,min ⋅=  if and only if k  divides xn ⋅  but for xjk <<  number j  does not divide 

xn ⋅ . It is easy to show that j  divides xn ⋅  if and only if ( )jx

j
jx ,gcd

:=  divides n . Since k  divides xn ⋅  then 

xk  divides n  and hence mkn x=  for some �∈m . Let xjk << . Number j  does not divide mxkxn x ⋅=⋅  if 

and only if ( )xkjjv xj ,gcd/:=  does not divide m . Further note that 
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Thus ( )bxNk ,  is equal to the number of positive integers cm ≤  such that jv  does not divide m  for 

xjk << . Before we find this number try to delete some unnecessary values jv . Obviously we can delete repe-

titions among jv . But it is not enough for efficient calculation. Note that if jv  divides iv  then we can delete iv  

because if jv  does not divide m  then iv  also does not divide m . Let’s do all such possible deletions. Now de-

note by paaa ,...,, 21  all remaining values jv . 

Finding of ( )bxNk ,  can be done by inclusion-exclusion principle. Denote by jA  the set of all positive in-

tegers that is divisible by ja  and not greater than c . It is easy to see that ( ) pk AAcbxN ∪∪−= ..., 1 . By inclu-
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Using this formula and the fact that the least common multiply of the empty set is equal to one we obtain 
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Using well-known technique we can calculate ( )bxNk ,  by the recursive procedure. But it performs very 

slow for 58=x  and 59=x  for some values of k . So we need to find more efficient way. 
The main idea is to consider together all terms of sum in (2) that has equal lcm’s in the denominator and 

of course only those terms for which such lcm is not greater than c . For each such lcm L  we need to know the 

sum of all ( )r1−  that correspond to it. Denote this sum by ( )Lcoef . Then (2) takes the following form 

( ) ( )∑ 
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In order to explain how to find efficiently the set of all different lcm’s with their coefficients we need to 
introduce some formal definitions and notations. 

For �⊂D  denote by ( )Dlcm  the least common multiply of all numbers in D . 
For �⊂A  let B  be the set of different lcm’s of subsets of A  that is not greater than c , that is  

( ){ } { }cADDB ...,,2,1:lcm ∩⊂= . 

Denote by AS  the set of all pairs ( )( )LL coef,  where L  runs through B  and ( )Lcoef  is defined as above, 

that is ( )Lcoef  is equal to the sum of ( ) D1−  where D  runs through all subsets of A  with lcm equal to L : 
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For pi ≤≤0  let { }ii aaA ,...,1=  and 
iAi SS = . Note that ( ){ }1,10 =S . We need to find pS . Then we can cal-

culate ( )bxNk ,  using (3). Now we show how iS  can be calculated from 1−iS . Let ( ) 1, −∈ iSfL . Then it is easy 

to see that it gives no more than two pairs for iS : ( )fL,  and ( )( )faL i −,,lcm  if ( ) caL i ≤,lcm  (when we add ia  

to some D  for which ( ) LD =lcm  we obtain { }iaDD ∪=~
 with ( ) ( )iaLD ,lcm

~
lcm =  and ( ) ( )DD 11

~

−−=− ). 

Hence in order to obtain iS  we need to append to the array that contains 1−iS  all pairs ( )( )faL i −,,lcm  where 

( ) 1, −∈ iSfL  and ( ) caL i ≤,lcm , sort this new array and then merge in one pair all pairs with common L , that is 

if for given L  new array contains pairs ( ) ( )qfLfL ,,..., 1  then we need to replace these pairs by the pair 

( )qffL ++ ..., 1 . 

Thus we obtain the method how to calculate ( )bxNk ,  efficiently. Now we can solve the problem using 

formula (1) for ( )bxN , . 
But if you accurately implement the described solution you will get verdict Time Limit Exceeded. 
There is a series of improvements that needs to be done. 
1. Note that finding pS  consumes considerably more time than calculating ( )bxNk ,  by the formula (3). 

Let for the given x  we need to find ( )bxN ,  for several values of b . Then for each { }1...,,2,1 −∈ xk  we will 

have several values of c  corresponding to these values of b . Let’s do the following. Calculate pS  for the 

maximal value of c . And then calculate ( )bxNk ,  for all values of b  by the formula (3) using this one set pS . 

Obviously it contains all sets pS  for other values of c . So calculation will be correct. I guess that this im-

provement is critical and without it there is no chance to pass the time limit. However contestants proved a con-
trary. 

This improvement can be done as follows. Read all input pairs ( )bx, . Sort them by x . For the given x  

find ( )bxN ,  for all b  that present for this x  by the method mentioned above (and with optimizations men-
tioned below). Finally print the answers in the required order. 

 
The next three optimizations are quite easy to implement but together they give improvement about in 

three times. 
2. Note that for each k  at first you obtain the collection ( )( )caaT qk ,,...,1=  and then calculate ( )bxNk ,  by 

the formulas (2) and (3). Interestingly that for some x  for different values of k  we can obtain equal collections 

kT . Hence we can save this collection for each k  with calculated value of ( )bxNk ,  and when for some k  we 

obtain collection kT  that was before we simply take the saved answer for this collection. If you use first im-

provement then you need to save for each k  the collection of values ( )bxNk ,  for all b  that present for this x . 

3. Note that if ( ) 0coef =L  then we can safely skip this value of L  in the sum in (3). Hence we can save in 

iS  only those pairs ( )( )LL coef,  for which ( ) 0coef ≠L . So when after sorting you merge pairs ( ) ( )qfLfL ,,..., 1  

you can skip this value of L  if 0...1 =++ qff . 

4. When you create iS , for each pair ( )fL,  you append the new pair ( )( )faL i −,,lcm . Note that 
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Hence before you start the process of appending pairs to 1−iS  you can store in some array values 

( )kaa ii ,gcd/  for iak <≤0  say ( )kaak ii ,gcd/]mult[ = . Then at each appending you can calculate ( )iaL,lcm  

by the formula ( ) ]modmult[,lcm ii aLLaL ⋅= . 

With optimizations 1-4 you can obtain a program that uses about 70-75% of time on the worst test case. 
But you need to write it optimized enough. 

There is also one more optimization that decreases this percent to 38-42%. But it is somewhat hard to im-
plement. In a few words it optimizes the process of sorting the set of pairs from 1−iS  after we append to it new 

pairs constructed by ia . Let’s explain it in details. 



Note that ]mult[k  is some divisor of ia . Since 60≤< xai  then it has no more than 10 divisors. Namely 

the only number that has 10 divisors is 48 and all other numbers less than 60 have less than 10 divisors. Let ia  

has t  divisors it addd =<<<= −110 ...1 . Create a special array for each divisor of ia . Let ][ jA  be an array that 

corresponds to the divisor jd . Initially all ][ jA  are empty. We iterate through pairs ( )fL,  from 1−iS  in increas-

ing order of L . At each step we consider some pair ( )fL, . Let ji daL =]modmult[ . Then we append pair 

( )fdL j −⋅ ,  to ][ jA  if cdL j ≤⋅ . In the end we obtain t  arrays ]1[],...,1[],0[ −tAAA  where each array has pairs 

( )fL,  in strictly increasing order of L . Now we need to merge this t  arrays and 1−iS  as mentioned before. But 

instead of just appending all this arrays in one, sorting it and then performing merging of pairs we do the fol-
lowing. At each step we will take two arrays with the least sizes, merge them in linear time in new array and 
replace these two arrays by this new one. This method appears to be almost two times faster than the previous 
one. Note that if all arrays have equal size then this process is equivalent to the merge sort. 

However there is another little trick that can be made for this new method. Note that ]0[A  contains some 

pairs ( )fL −,  where ( )fL,  is the pair from 1−iS . But when we merge pairs ( )fL −,  and ( )fL,  we obtain pair 

with zero coefficient. Hence we will change the role of ]0[A . Let it contains merged arrays 1−iS  and ]0[A  in the 

previous sense. In practice it means that when 1]modmult[ =iaL  then we don’t do any appending, but when 

1]modmult[ >= ji daL  then we do usual appending of the pair( )fdL j −⋅ ,  to ][ jA  if cdL j ≤⋅  and additionally 

we add pair ( )fL,  to ]0[A . Now in the end we need merge only arrays ]1[],...,1[],0[ −tAAA  without 1−iS . 

Besides since 60<ia  then we can create an array ind[]  of size ia  such that jd j =]ind[ . This allows us to 

find j  by ]modmult[ iaL  in constant time. 

 
P. S. 
I can’t prove analytically why for 58=x  and 59=x  the recursive procedure performs very slow but this 

method with sorting of pairs performs fast enough for all x  and k . The specific of this problem is that you can 
take maximal possible value of b , run your program for all values of x  (there are only 60 such values) and you 
will see for which values of x  it’s fast enough and for which not. I obtained this solution exactly using this 
way. I started with recursive procedure and saw that it performs very well for almost all values of x . But for 
big enough primes and double primes it was very slow. Then I figured out this method with sorting of pairs and 
unexpectedly it performs very well for all values of 60≤x . After that during some period of time I found all 
these improvements. 


